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Abstract 
Wole Soyinka, Requiem for a Futurologist. Biodun Jeyifo, The Truthful Lie: Essays in a Sociology of African 
Drama. Michael Wilding, The Paraguayan Experiment: A Documentary Novel. Michael Wilding, The Man of 
Slow Feeling — Selected Short Stories. David Malouf, Antipodes. Chatto & Windus, 
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Lessing's prose. You are never given to understand that there is more to Martha 
than the text gives you — because whenever there is going to be more, or there has 
been more, the text is going to tell you ... the authorial consciousness, either 
through, or in default of, its characters, claims to be complete. And this is why it 
cannot afford contradictions' (pp. 96-97). 
8. Fionna Morphet, 'The Narrowing Horizon: Two Chapter Openings in The Grass is 
Singing', in Doris Lessing Newsletter, 9, No 2 (Fall 1985), 14-15. 
9. Jouve comments, while examining a passage from Landlocked, that one 'keeps 
wondering who knows what is being told', and that 'gaps also appear if one wonders 
who is seeing, and who is speaking from where' (p. 120). 
10. Evelyn Bertelsen, 'History into Fiction: Doris Lessing's Rhodesia', paper presented 
at Colloquium on Publisher/Writer/Reader: Sociology of Southern African Litera-
ture, University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, 1982. Published in English in 
Africa, 11, No 1 (1984), 15-40. Hunter, 'Marriage as Death': A Reading of Doris 
Lessing's The Grass is Singing in Clayton. Bertelsen emphasises the identification of 
Moses with libidinal aspects of the colonial (white) psyche; in my article I stress 
rejection by Mary 's creator of the kind of woman who becomes like her mother, a 
rejection necessary to Lessing (who leaves her family of origin, husband and child, 
and Africa), and to Martha Quest, in order to gain a wider scope for their intellectual 
and emotional powers. 
Book Reviews 
Wole Soyinka, Requiem for a Futurologist. London: Rex Collings, 1985. 56 
pp. £3.25. 
Biodun Jeyifo, The Truthful Lie: Essays in a Sociology of African Drama. 
London: New Beacon Books, 1985. 122 pp. 
In Soyinka's latest play enlightened démystification and satire are again to the fore, as 
they were in his earliest dramatic successes, The Lion and the Jewel and the Jero plays. This 
play's action repeats Swift's famous practical joke on the astrologer Partridge. Under the 
pseudonym of Isaac Bickerstaff, Swift forecast the date and time of Partridge's death with 
a suitable parade of mumbo-jumbo, and then, when the unfortunate astrologer insisted on 
maintaining his continued existence 'Bickerstaff argued that, since his calculations were 
infallible, Partridge's fraudulent corpse must be masquerading as a living being. In 
Soyinka's version it is the Nigerian astrologer's servant who publishes his death-forecast, 
and at the play's climax persuades the distracted charlatan to sham death in order to 
pacify the mob, furious at seeing a dead man shamming life. Swift's is not the only 
Enlightenment literary influence apparent in the play. Its tone echoes Jonson and 
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Molière, and its briskly clever dialogue even occasionally recalls Soyinka's early critical 
characterisation as the 'Nigerian Bernard Shaw'. 
Not that the play is mere pastiche. It has real gusto, and its alternation of crowd scenes 
with the developing two-hander between servant and master must have provided an 
efficient theatrical exercise for the Unife students who first performed it. But perhaps its 
University origin is partly responsible for its distinctly artificial feel. It lacks really 
arresting theatrical effects and, despite the topical quotations from the Nigerian press 
which preface it, it fails to develop any local or other distinctive flavour in its treatment of 
the astrological motif. The playwright appears to be returning to familiar ground without 
any vigorous new impetus, and the play remains a portrait of a charlatan and his wUy 
servant, both of them very close to ancient literary types. 
Biodun Jeyifo's The Truthful Lie comprises ten short pieces on various aspects of African 
drama, all written between 1977 and 1982. His approach is one of 'unwavering ideo-
logical partisanship', and his references to Hegel, Marx, Trotsky, Brecht and Fanon 
indicate his critical position. There are essays introducing the dramas of Oyono-Mbia, 
and Tsegaye Gabre-Medhin, analyses of plays by Fugard, Hussein, Imbuga, and 
Osofisan, and a fascinating examination of the popular Yoruba travelling theatre. Jeyifo's 
analyses are sharp and stimulating, if occasionally a little short-winded. Most importantly 
his Marxism is not of the reductive variety which can work only in terms of diagram, 
ignoring aesthetic effects. Even when he questions the ideological implications of a play, 
he does so through a careful exploration of its technical qualities and subtexts. One essay 
sensitively analyses 'the reductive two-hander' of Athol Fugard, showing how its 
repressed limitations are transcended (theatrically at least) through plays-within-the-play 
and the fluid role-construction and role-deconstruction of the characters, as they modulate 
through the full repertoire of South African racial attitudes. In another essay he concludes 
that, although the plays of East and Southern Africa are more relevant to 'the urgent and 
inescapable issues of the epoch' than those of West Africa, the latter 'are often the most 
stunning, the most formalistically sophisticated that we get on the continent'. 
Jeyifo's treatment of the work of Soyinka, his colleague at Ife, quite lacks the pious 
respectfulness which so frequently afflicts criticism of this writer. His 'materialist, dialecti-
c s reading' of The Road, instead of tangling itself in metaphysics, focuses on the social 
class to which the lorry touts of the play belong, the neo-colonial product of 'urbanisation 
without industrialisation'. This unself-conscious lumpenproletariat is, as Soyinka's 
modernist treatment reveals, fundamentally aimless and inert. As Fanon has observed, it 
can only be organised from without, by revolutionary cadres, and it is this organising 
function that Professor incoherently performs. Thus, instead of essentialist metaphysics, 
Jeyifo finds in the play a 'profound, if only implicit, indictment of the present organisation 
of life in our society'. And he is contemptuous of those critics 'who have buried this and 
other of Soyinka's plays in pretentious metaphysical non-meaning'. Here he surely fails to 
take into account the extent to which the author himself is a purveyor of such pretentious-
ness. His essay's title refers, after all, to a 'hidden class war' , and it is scarcely surprising 
that other critics should preoccupy themselves with the metaphysics under which the 
author has so dextrously 'hidden' this social theme. 
Altogether then this is a valuable and theoretically lively book. One may hope that it 
does indeed help (in Jeyifo's words) to 'rid our present literary, theatrical and critical 
culture of its wilful opportunistic political innocence'. 
J A M E S BOOTH 
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Michael Wilding, The Paraguayan Experiment: A Documentary Novel. 
Penguin Books, Victoria, 1984. 
Michael Wilding, The Man of Slow Feeling — Selected Short Stories. Penguin 
Books, Victoria, 1985. 
Is Michael Wilding's novel, The Paraguayan Experiment a rehabilitation of William Lane? 
Or is it an attempt at writing history, that is to say, the history of the New Australia 
movement, as it really was? The saying goes that there are almost no statues in Canberra 
and hence we may also ask: is The Paraguayan Experiment Wilding's attempt to make a 
'statue' of WUliam Lane, to create a culture hero? Or is it really Wilding's own experi-
ment, is it an experimental novel, a truly political one? We know Wilding as an experi-
mental novelist whom we wouldn't hesitate to call post-modern. He is also somewhat of a 
political activist and on top of that a literary scholar. Wilding, the scholar and historian, 
has written a long introduction to William Lane's novel A Workingman's Paradise (1892). 
And this introduction is also a very useful and convenient introduction to The Paraguayan 
Experiment. It provides all the relevant documents and 'facts' about Lane. -The novel 
(Wilding's) also provides facts, and it gives an account of Lane's revolutionary 
movement, but it is at the same time, as the cover of the book says, 'a deft and evocative 
novel'. Lane, I suppose, is a fairly familiar figure in Australian mythology. He was a 
journalist, a novelist, a political theorist, a charismatic character who lead a group of 
pioneers out of Australia in order to create the ideal communist Utopia in Paraguay. The 
impetus for leaving Australia was the defeat of certain strikes in 1890-91, something, by 
the way, which also contributed to the formation of the Labor Party. We follow, in the 
novel, the preparation for the emigration, the hardships they suffered before they went 
and when they arrived. Political intrigues in Paraguay, the failures, the disappointments, 
the development of Lane from a political leader into a sort of authoritarian religious 
leader. The story itself is a fascinating one to read. 
Wilding seems to be completely impartial. He has merely given us the facts about Lane 
and his movement. It is up to the reader to judge Lane. Is this, then, a rehabilitation of 
Lane, or is Wilding the historian who gives things as they really were? Or is he doing 
both? A rehabilitation, one may surmise, is needed since, for instance, Humphrey 
McQueen in A New Britannia called Lane 'an authoritarian racist', a latter-day Messiah, 
and a Utopian socialist. In other words not a true Marxist revolutionary. Others have 
called his socialism into question by claiming that Lane was 'really' a follower of Henry 
George and Edward Bellamy. It is true that Lane was a racist who believed in white 
supremacy. Wilding explains (away) his racism in the introduction to Lane's own novel, 
but he doesn't comment on it in The Paraguayan Experiment. Or rather Wilding doesn't tell, 
he shows. Wilding is in no sense present in the novel which, by the way, is told by an 
anonymous observer and participant. But Wilding — or his narrator — is very much 
aware of the different interpretations of Lane. For instance: did Lane believe in violence 
as a revolutionary means? This is how the novel shows this: 
There was a story of how Billy was down in Sydney looking for help for the shearer's 
strike, when a telegram arrived from Brisbane. 'What 's the matter Billy?' 'Let 's go, 
quick.' He hurried off to a gunsmith's and began pricing rifles. The Queensland 
Defence Force had been called out against the strikers. 'If they use guns,' said Billy, 
'so can we.' But this was one of those stories you could never be sure about, whether 
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it showed Billy's revolutionary commitment or whether it was set-up to implicate 
him in something he would never have done. 
These are the opening lines of The Paraguayan Experiment. It is at the same time one of 
several metalinguistic statements that Wilding seems to relish. Is Wilding's story about 
Lane itself another story 'set-up to implicate him [Lane] in something he would never 
have done', or is it the story to 'out-story' all the other stories about Lane, including those 
told by professional historians and social scientists? Is it ultimately the 'truth' of fiction 
that you can never be sure of 'those stories'. Another similar metalinguistic moment is 
found when Lane expresses his dissatisfaction with merely using words. Instead of words 
he wants deeds. Instead of writing about the ideal society he wishes to practice it. The 
experiment in Paraguay was a fiction turned into fact. What Wilding then has done is to 
reconvert the fact into fiction. 
Wilding's short stories are full of literary allusions or — as we say today — intertextual 
ties. The story 'Yet Once More ' is a repetition of an earlier story 'The Girl Behind the 
Bar Is Reading Jack Kerouac'. Its title, of course, refers to 'Lycidas'. Another interesting 
feature about it is that in the beginning we find the main character reading The Pursuit of 
the Millennium, a book to which Michael Wilding refers in his introduction to William 
Lane's novel. The story 'The Man of Slow Feeling' makes us think of Mackenzie's novel; 
the story 'A Month in the Country' of Turgenev's play. In the story 'Joe's Absence' 
Graham begins to read his friend, Joe's, short stories 'to evaluate Joe's development, to 
establish whether there was any development'. Similarly we may ask: is there any 
development? Provided that development is a quality. The Man of Slow Feeling contains 
stories from Wilding's production going back to 1972. It is probably his own selection and 
his own idea to call the whole selection The Man of Slow Feeling. For the story with that title 
seems to me to be the best one of them all. The earliest stories can be described as a kind of 
social realism or comedy of manners somewhat like Updike. The most recent ones reflect 
Wilding's growing interest in and awareness of structuralism or semiotics (the stories from 
his most recent Reading the Signs). There are, however, themes and situations that keep re-
curring. Many stories are about writers and their girlfriends, usually two writers. Many 
take place either in pubs or on beaches. I have never read so many stories about sun-
bathing and getting a tan. Is this the Australianness about them? Perhaps. But on the 
whole one may conclude that Wilding's forte is as a writer of short fiction. His stories are 
signs of an unusual inventiveness. 
H A N S H A U G E 
David Malouf, Antipodes. Chatto & Windus, 1985. 160 pages. 
Given the tide of David Malouf s collection of short stories, we might expect that they 
would present Australian society as in some sense or other an 'antipodean inversion' of 
the Old Worid. As Brian Elliott and more recently Ross Gibson have shown, there is a 
strong 'antipodean tradition' in early European thinking about Australia, and it figures 
quite importantly in the work of several contemporary Australian writers, notably Thea 
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Astley, Thomas Keneally and David Ireland. In Malouf s Antipodes, oddly enough, the 
idea does not seem to operate at all consistently as a controlling metaphor or even a rough 
framework for his representation of Australia. As an interpretative 'key' it lacks purchase 
on the collection as a whole, though there are one or two stories — the first one, 'Southern 
Skies', for example — where a case could no doubt be made for its critical relevance. 
This negative point is worth making, because it is easy to assume that since Malouf s 
fiction is nearly always very 'milieu-specific' it is also necessarily 'milieu-centred' in the 
sense of attempting to define, and in some way thematize, the particular character of the 
place or culture in question — as 'antipodean', 'peripheral', or whatever. Since his first 
novel, Johnno, which arguably does attempt to 'capture' Brisbane and Australia in a 
certain way, Malouf has moved away from milieu-centred fiction of that kind towards an 
exploration of more general philosophical themes — the self, memory, writing — in social 
and geographical settings which, though concretely rendered, bear no special burden of 
significance. 
Some would say that this adherence to 'universal' themes is what defines 'classic' 
writing, and that problematical term has already been applied to Malouf s work in 
general, and to Antipodes in particular. Whatever the value of the category, comparison 
with one of the acknowledged short fiction classics can be quite revealing. Reading 
Antipodes is a lot like reading Joyce's Dubliners. As in Joyce, one is naggingly aware that the 
sense of place, even the quality of personal experience, however subtly and searchingly 
evoked, is not what the stories are ultimately about. In the Dubliners stories submerged 
symbolic patterns and codes traverse the naturalistic surface of the text, producing 
meaningful conjunctions and oppositions which are often only distantly related to the 
'natural ' relationships and actions the stories present: Malouf s stories read the same 
way. 
In a story like 'Bad Blood', for example, ostensibly a fairly straightforward series of 
episodes in the life of a typical 'black sheep' uncle in Brisbane in the late Thirties, the 
sense of an abstract pattern underlying the everyday contingencies is powerfully insistent. 
Here the key element in the pattern, the ordering device if you wUl, is the notion of 
'substitution' — original or genuine things being replaced by inauthentic equivalents — 
and this serves to define and conjoin elements as disparate as the failure of Uncle Jake's 
marriage, the disapproval of the narrator's mother (who condemns Jake for what he is not 
rather than what he is), the boy's response to being left at a neighbour's house rather than 
the preferable house of Jake 's girl-friend Ruby), and the odd behaviour of the said neigh-
bour, Mrs Chard, who makes the boy wear her dead daughter's ballet shoes. 
Sometimes the ordering device is less purely conceptual than this. Like most of 
Malouf s earlier work. Antipodes is densely populated by actual and metaphorical 
machines, all of them performing useful if unspectacular and often unrecognized 
functions in making the lives of the characters more bearable; even, at times, helping to 
produce moments of transcendence. The very Joycean epiphany the boy-narrator experi-
ences at the end of 'Southern Skies', for example, is not achieved spontaneously but with 
the mechanical assistance of a telescope at one end of his body (itself William Burroughs' 
'soft machine'), and genital stimulation, courtesy of the Professor, at the other end. 
Not all the coded terms in Antipodes are as pervasive through the volume, and through 
Malouf s work generally, as the two just mentioned. His private language has its nonce-
words too, images as private and singular as Edith Sitwell's 'emily-coloured hands' , like 
the mango chutney in 'Sorrows and Secrets' or the flying-foxes in 'That Antic Jezebel'. 
But even these manage somehow to cast a penumbra of meaning beyond themselves, and 
will no doubt become part of the developing cryptic vocabulary. 
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Antipodes is a challenging work, in a very precise sense. It challenges readers to 
recognize and respond to a hidden, or at least submerged level of textual meaning-produc-
tion. In the Australian cultural context such a challenge is rather more than a formal 
gesture, not only because many Australian readers familiar with the Australian settings of 
most of the stories tend to assume the adequacy of nostalgic 'recognition effects'. (A 
Canadian post-graduate student suggested, interestingly, that non-Australians read 
Malouf in a more consistently ' fabular ' mode than Australians.) But equally importantly, 
the book challenges a central tenet of mainstream Australian literary criticism and review 
since the 1930s or earlier, namely its prejudice against tropologica! forms of literary 
analysis or, more simply, its bias towards the under-reading of literary texts. In its 
unassuming way Antipodes, classic or not, may help to force that protracted moment to its 
crisis, quietly urging Australian readers, specialist and non-specialist alike, towards quite 
unaccustomed reading practices: practices which acknowledge the layering of literary 
meanings in texts and can take account not only of the sense made of social experience, but 
of the sense-making process as well. 
P A T R I C K B U C K R I D G E 
N O T E S O N C O N T R I B U T O R S 
BARBARA H A N R A H A N is one of the most exciting and innovative novelists and artists 
working in Australia today. J O A N KIRKBY teaches at Macquarie University, Sydney. 
D O R O T H Y J O N E S teaches at Wollongong University, Australia. DIANE FAHEY is 
Australian. She won the 1985 Mattara Poetry Prize and her first collection of poems. 
Voices from the Honeycomb, has just recently been published by The Jacaranda Press. 
BARBARA GILES is an Australian poet and former editor of Luna. Her most recent 
volume of poetry. Earth and Solitude, was published in 1984. J O H N T R A N T E R , 
Australian poet who has been prominent in the avant-garde movement in Australian 
poetry editing the anthology The New Australian Poetry. His Selected Poems were published in 
1982. C O N N I E BARBER is Australian. She writes, paints, and teaches creative writing 
to adult and community groups. R I C H A R D T I P P I N G , Australian poet and film maker. 
His most recent collection of poems, Nearer By Far, was published in 1986 by University of 
Queensland Press. P A T R I C K B U C K R I D G E teaches at Griffith University, Australia. 
M A R I O N H A L L I G A N is an Australian short story writer. Her first collection of stories 
will be published by the University of Queensland Press. H E R B B A R R E T T , Canadian 
poet who has just won second place in the Poetry Society of J a p a n ' s Third International 
Haiku Contest. DAVID BENSON, Canadian poet. J O H N LEE, Canadian poet. 
A U S T I N O V I G U E R A Y A ASAGBA teaches at the University of Benin, Nigeria. O G O 
A. O F U A N I teaches at the University of Benin, Nigeria. A M A A T A A I D O O is 
Ghanaian and one of the major African writers. He r works include No Sweetness Here and 
Dilemma of a Ghost. C H R I S Z I T H U L E L E M A N N won the Newdigate Prize for Poetry 
whilst a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University. H e has published two volumes of verse, the 
second of which won the Olive Schreiner Prize. His interest in oral literature has led to the 
composition and performance of English and Zulu oral poems and songs, the latter with 
Zalalaza, an Afro-Western rock-'n-roll band. EVA H U N T E R lectures in South Africa. 
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